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Why undertake a Security
and Threat Assessment?
Understand your current risk profile through a rigorous
assessment of your internal security capability
Understand your alignment to ISO27001, Cyber Essentials
and Cyber Security Framework
Align with and assist in managing compliance
Develop a prioritised list of threats specific to your
business, industry and digital footprint
Assess and utilise any existing security metrics or reporting
Receive pragmatic and easy to digest advice to reduce your risk

Telstra Purple’s Security
and Threat Assessment (SATA)
Strategic advice to address business priorities and evolving
security threats
A threat assessment with a clear and prioritised list of internal
and external threats as well as likely threat actors
A security assessment signposted to multiple compliance
frameworks and rated using the CMM model
A summary review, suitable for C-level stakeholders or the board,
showing the current state of security and highlighting any major risks
A detailed set of guidance and advice on the priorities
and implications to address major security gaps and risks

telstrapurple.co.uk

Thorough and
Actionable Assessment
Our Security and Threat Assessments delivers a
high value, thorough and actionable assessment
as well as providing advice for clients wanting to
understand and improve their existing security
capability and risk profile.
Telstra Purple will assess an organisations threat
profile, conduct a current state security review and
host a vulnerability assessment and penetration
testing. The result of these activities will produce
an organisation’s CMM score, which Telstra Purple
consultants will present to key client stakeholders
with the opportunity for Q&A.

Why Telstra Purple?
We believe it’s people who give purpose
to our technology, and it’s the power of
purposeful technology that inspires people.
Putting purpose and people at the core of
everything we do brings a brilliantly
connected future closer to your reach.
Today’s ever-expanding digital landscape
poses a growing number of security threats
to organisations and their employees, and it
can be challenging to identify, implement
and maintain the right safeguarding measures.
Our team of highly skilled and experienced
Security Consultants and Engineers work with
our clients to protect what is unique to them,
whilst enabling them to focus on their
core business.

All organisations, regardless of sector or size, need to understand the maturity of their
security function and the reality of threats to their business

About
Telstra Purple
A team of 1500 technology experts across the globe
specialising in network, cloud, security, collaboration,
mobility, software, data and analytics, and design.
Built on a foundation of acquisitions we are
a powerhouse of demonstrable experience
and expertise.
We’re committed to collaboration. We bring the best
people across our organisation together with yours to
design, build and deliver outcome-based solutions.
We’ve built strong partnerships with industry leading
vendors including Microsoft, AWS & Cisco but always
deliver purpose-built solutions, with people at
the centre.
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